


Last session we were Art 

Historians and examined 

representations of Victorian Life 

which used Light and Shade to 

convey meaning.



As Art Historians, we are going 

to look at the work of five 

different artists and their works:

•James Tissot The Ball on 

Shipboard c1874

•W Logsdail St Martin in the 

Fields 1888   

•Luke FildesThe Doctor 1891

•Frederick Walker The 

Vagrants 1867

•Frank Holl Hush and Hushed 

both 1877



James Tissot The Ball on Shipboard c1874



James Tissot’s painting of fashionable Victorian social 

scenes, such as this, were extremely popular and brought 

him celebrity and financial success. 



W Logsdail 

St Martin in the 

Fields 1888



Logsdail painted 

this picture from a 

vehicle stationed for 

weeks at the kerb-

side in Trafalgar 

Square, his feet 

covered with straw 

to protect them from 

the cold.



This view highlights 

the plight of child 

street sellers, and 

would also have 

reminded 

contemporary 

audiences of the 

riots which had 

taken place in 

Trafalgar Square a 

few months before.



Luke FildesThe Doctor 1891



Fildes’s painting was inspired by the death of his son and 

the professional devotion of Dr Gustavus Murray who 

treated him. But this work shows the moment when a child 

shows the first sign of recovery.



The redeeming light of dawn is shining on the child. In order 

to make the picture convincing Fildes constructed a cottage 

interior in his studio. He began work at dawn each day to 

catch the exact light conditions.



Frederick Walker The Vagrants 1867



Frederick Walker painted this after seeing travellers on 

Clapham Common, south London. He tried to use the 

travellers as models but found that they had moved on. 

Instead his sister Polly posed for the standing woman.



Frank Holl Hush 1877



What is happening in this painting?  What do you think the 

painting is about?



Frank Holl Hushed 1877



What do you think has happened?



Your Task: 

Examining the paintings, your 

task is to draw a Rich Victorian 

and a Poor Victorian.

You can have them in the same 

piece of work or produce two 

separate pieces of work.

Think carefully about the 

clothing worn.

Challenge: Describe the scene 

in words.  What is happening in 

your picture?


